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Boom!

The three Heavenly Dao Saint Artifacts collided, erupting with a huge energy wave that almost

destroyed heaven and earth. It instantly tore apart Yin and Yang and broke through Tianfa. Sacred

King Samsara held the Human Book in his hand.

It appeared again.

"Hmm?"

The two Taishi Primordial Spirits were shocked.

Their attacks had been completely neutralized and blocked by Sacred King Samsara!

The two Heavenly Dao Saint Artifacts did not gain any advantage in front of the Human Book!

"That book in your hand is not the Human Book!"

The Yin Yang Primordial Spirit stared at the Human Book with one black and one white eyes.

The Human Book was the Heavenly Dao Saint Artifact of Sacred King Life.

More than six billion years ago, during the great turmoil,

The Human Book was damaged and no longer had its power.

Now, the Human Book was in the hands of Sacred King Samsara. Not only was it unrecognizable,

but it was even more powerful than before!

Sacred King Samsara smiled and said, "To be precise, this is the real Human Book!

"The original Human Book was too small, and there were only many records of thousands of

humans in it. But now, the Human Book contains all the information of thousands of living beings!

"All living beings in the trichiliocosm, regardless of whether you are birds, beasts, or plants, are all

listed in the Human Book!"

Su Zimo's heart jolted.

What a big deal!

All the information of life was in the Human Book.

All living beings had no secrets in front of the Human Book.

They did not have the slightest power to resist.

This meant that as long as Sacred King Samsara wanted, he could use the Human Book to control

the life and death of all living beings!

The Time and Space Primordial Spirit, the Ancestral Fire Primordial Spirit, and the Nirvana

Primordial Spirit did not speak. They looked at each other and attacked at the same time!

The three of them could see that the two Taishi Primordial Spirits, Yin Yang and Tianfa, could not do

anything to Sacred King Samsara.

And Su Zimo was at the side. He was another big problem. They could not let him become a

Sacred King.

Therefore, the Ancestral Fire Primordial Spirit, the Nirvana Primordial Spirit, and the two Taishi

Primordial Spirits joined forces and attacked Sacred King Samsara!

And the Time and Space Primordial Spirit chose to attack Su Zimo, wanting to kill him!

A burning furnace appeared around Sacred King Samsara. It was red and spewing hot air, exuding

the power to incinerate heaven and earth!

The Heavenly Dao Saint Artifact, the Heaven Incinerating Furnace!

A long spear pierced over, emitting an ear-piercing sound as it pierced through the air. It was filled

with killing intent!

Heavenly Dao Saint Artifact, Saint Slaying Spear!

The four Taishi Primordial Spirits attacked at the same time.

Although they were injured,

However, they still possessed four Heavenly Dao Saint Artifacts.

No matter how strong the Human Book was, it would not be able to withstand the attacks of four

Heavenly Dao Saint Artifacts!

Sacred King Samsara did not panic. His expression was calm as he gently slashed downward.

Rumble!

In the next instant, the sky collapsed and the earth caved in!

This wasn't just a description, but the sky of the Great Thousand World had really collapsed!

"This …"

Su Zimo's eyes widened when he saw this.

If the Greater Thousand Worlds were like a piece of cloth, then Saint King Samsara had torn off a

corner of this cloth with a wave of his hand!

That corner was where the 33 Heavens were located.

Saint King Samsara had actually separated the entire 33 Heavens from the Great Thousand Worlds

and moved it in front of him!

Boom!

The Saint Slaying Spear and the Heaven Incinerating Furnace collided with the Trayastrimsa

Heaven, erupting with a deafening explosion!

Amidst this loud explosion, Su Zimo could vaguely hear waves of anguished wails.

There were countless living beings living in the 33 Heavens.

In the instant when they resisted the Saint Slaying Spear and the Heaven Incinerating Furnace, the

huge impact backfired on the 33 Heavens. Countless living beings died in an instant, their souls

scattered!

Many living beings did not even know what had happened before they died.

To the living beings in the 33 Heavens, the scene just now was like the end of the world.

How could they have known that such a terrifying apocalypse was only a single exchange between

three Saint Kings?!

Su Zimo had once guessed that there was a Heavenly Dao Saint Artifact in the 33 Heavens.

However, he had never thought that this Heavenly Dao Saint Artifact was the 33 Heavens!

Not to mention Su Zimo, even the five Taishi Primordial Spirits' expressions changed when they

saw this scene.

"This is … the Heavenly Dao Saint Artifact of yours from back then?"

The Ancestral Fire Primordial Spirit's tone carried a trace of shock, doubt, and disbelief.

"That's right."

Sacred King Samsara nodded and said, "Back then, after the Heavenly Dao Saint Artifact was

destroyed by your joint efforts, I left it in the Great Thousand World and merged it with the 33

Heavens to record the 3,000 Great Dao.

"I then refined it and transformed it into a new Heavenly Dao Saint Artifact, which is called the

Heavenly Book!"

Su Zimo was shocked when he heard this.

Refining a corner of the Great Thousand World into a Saint Artifact, what great courage!

Who would have thought that the Heavenly Book was not a book but a corner of the Great

Thousand World!

Back then, Sacred King Samsara had left Lord Tian Wu in the Great Thousand World to merge the

Heavenly Book with the 33 Heavens and transform it.

However, this method was too cruel to the living beings in the 33 Heavens.

They could become sacrifices in the game of the big shots at any time!

At the same time, the space-time Heavenly Dao power descended in the direction of Su Zimo.

At this point, the five Taishi Primordial Spirits had all attacked!

With the help of the eyes of Qinglian's true body, Wu Dao's true body finally found traces of the

power from the ancient universe when the five Taishi Primordial Spirits attacked!

"Is that so?"

In the Holy Ground Land, Wu Dao's true body was deep in thought as he muttered to himself.

Although he had roughly guessed the direction of the evolution of the chaotic universe, it would still

take some time for the transformation to end.

And since the Taishi Primordial Spirits had already attacked, Qinglian's true body could not resist at

all and was about to die!

All of a sudden!

A sinister and terrifying shadow suddenly appeared in front of Su Zimo. The space-time Heavenly

Dao power collided with it and quickly disappeared without a trace!

Boom!

The Heaven Earth Dark Yellow Pagoda descended, wanting to smash the shadow. The two sides

collided.

The illusory image shook for a while, and a creepy building vaguely appeared in it, giving off a

deathly aura!

Even the Heaven Earth Dark Yellow Pagoda could not shatter the shadow!

"Hmm?"

Su Zimo's expression changed.

This shadow gave him a sense of deja vu!

"This is..."

Su Zimo muttered softly.

"Hehehe …"

A strange and sinister laughter suddenly sounded in Su Zimo's ears. "Why? Have you forgotten me

so quickly?"

Fengdu!

Su Zimo was enlightened.

This illusory image was actually the Netherworld!

If the Netherworld could withstand the attack of the Heaven Earth Dark Yellow Pagoda, could it be

…

The Taishi Primordial Spirits had a grim expression as he stared at the Netherworld and said slowly,

"Another Heavenly Dao Saint Weapon!"

Sacred King Samsara smiled faintly. "That's right. The three books of Heaven, Earth, and Man are

in my hands. The Heavenly Book and Man Book have already appeared. This is the Earth Book."

Earth Book?

Su Zimo froze for a moment before realization dawned on him.

The Heavenly Book was not a book – it was refined from a corner of the Greater World.

Naturally, the Earth Book might not be a book either.

The so-called Earth Book was the Netherworld!

The Heavenly Book recorded the 3,000 Great Daos, the Man Book recorded the living beings of the

myriad races and the Earth Book contained the souls of dead living beings!

For some reason, Su Zimo suddenly felt a chill run down his spine!

End of Chapter.
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